1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Research has shown that identities play a central role in population dynamics ([@bib6]; [@bib25]; [@bib40]), in product success ([@bib17]; [@bib19]), and ultimately in the success of the firm as a whole ([@bib7]). Previous identity formulations ([@bib1]) viewed identity as being determined solely by internal members ([@bib14]) or by internal enduring attributes ([@bib52]) and features ([@bib11]). Recent theoretical advances made by Pólos and colleagues ([@bib12]; [@bib35], [@bib36]) have argued that the identity of the organization consists of the social codes that audience members use for the categories of which it is a member. Using this new theoretical foundation, organizational ecologists have shifted their attention to the period of industry formation. With this shift, increasing attention has been directed toward the unresolved topic of legitimacy ([@bib52]). According to [@bib4], "Legitimation 'explains' the institutional order by ascribing cognitive validity to its objectivated meanings. Legitimation justifies the institutional order by giving a normative dignity to its practical imperatives" (p. 93). Previously, it has been assumed that legitimacy is dependent on the number of organizations in the industry ([@bib8]). However, some research has shown that small nascent populations were able to gain sufficient legitimacy ([@bib52]). The new theoretical formulation of Pólos and colleagues argued that while the number of organizations in an industry mattered, a new variable, termed the "contrast", was also crucial. If a category had high contrast, then the category would be legitimated, hence becoming a form ([@bib10]). Therefore, according to [@bib12], organizations in an emerging industry need to project a unified identity.

Recent research has been able to show that identity plays a central role in the emergence and legitimation of organizational forms ([@bib27]; [@bib28]; [@bib34]). However, this research has produced diverging results as to the necessary conditions for successful legitimation. McKendrick and colleagues have argued that a unified identity is a facilitating condition for successful form emergence, while [@bib34] have argued that the effect of identity is context dependent. They conclude that "...different domains offer alternative default settings, and the way a new organizational form emerges is in the context of interpretation and social classification of the identity of a domain as well as the identity of candidates" (p. 543). This position gained credence when [@bib20] showed that a unified identity was not a necessary condition for the emergence of new forms. This paper seeks to contribute to the debate by studying whether the founding organizations in the Lebanese newspaper industry projected a single or multiple identities.

2. Background {#sec2}
=============

The new theoretic formulation presents two significant departures from previous theories. First, legitimation is no longer dependent on the number of organizations in a specific category. Instead, legitimation is achieved when members of a category abide by codes that the audience uses to make sense of the actions of organizations. Categories may therefore have a high number of members that nonetheless the audience has difficulty making sense of, therefore causing the category to have what is called "low contrast". Categories in which members follow similar rules manage to distinguish themselves from their surroundings and therefore achieve "high contrast" ([@bib10]). Second, unlike previous formulations (e.g., [@bib1]), identity is no longer perceived as being determined solely by internal members ([@bib14]) or by internal enduring attributes ([@bib52]) and features ([@bib11]). Ultimately, the identity of the organization will consist of the social codes audience members use for the categories of which the organization is a member ([@bib33]; [@bib37]). Previous studies have shown that identity plays an important role in many dynamics. Recent research has shown that identity, not quality, is what drives resource partitioning in established markets ([@bib6]; [@bib25]) and that the identity of the organization plays a pivotal role in the success of the product ([@bib17]; [@bib19]) and inevitably the firm as a whole ([@bib7]). More importantly, research has shown that the emergence of new organizational forms, and hence their legitimation, is heavily dependent on the identity of the entrants, not on their total count ([@bib27]; [@bib28]).

Producers, especially in nascent markets ([@bib45]), attempt to redefine categories such that their product is considered the prototype ([@bib32]), to identify their rivals ([@bib21]), and to keep the status quo in their favor ([@bib26]). Meanwhile, consumers, especially gatekeepers ([@bib12]) and activists ([@bib21]), tend to classify products into different categories because this classification is the basis upon which audience members make choices ([@bib3]; [@bib5]; [@bib18]; [@bib26]; [@bib51]). Categories are especially important when audience members do not have full information regarding certain producers. By typecasting, audience members are able to apply defaults to these producers, thereby filling in the missing information ([@bib16]).

Work by [@bib27] and [@bib28] has highlighted that the period of emergence of industries is a fertile ground for research. Since the identity of organizations is formed, in part, from categories of which they are a member ([@bib14]; [@bib20]; [@bib51]), this means that organizations in emerging categories need to display a unified identity ([@bib16]; [@bib24]). Failure to do so would confuse the audience ([@bib12]). With time, as audience engagement increases, organizations will have to differentiate themselves from their competitors, so there will be an increase in the subtypes of the new category ([@bib21]).

3. Hypothesis {#sec3}
=============

In the work of McKendrick and his colleagues, identity is measured on a single dimension, the origin of the company. However, [@bib34] found that the effect of identity is context dependent, so they argued that a more comprehensive approach is required. Their research led them to conclude that "...different domains offer alternative default settings, and the way a new organizational form emerges is in the context of interpretation and social classification of the identity of a domain as well as the identity of candidates" (p. 543). Unsurprisingly, therefore, recent research has argued that a unified identity is not a necessary condition for the emergence of new categories ([@bib20]). In fact, [@bib50] have criticized the fact that initial variation in organizational forms has been under-examined. A discussion of these questions must be preceded by an elaboration of how organizational identities are determined. [@bib47] used a conceptualization of identities where he categorized organizations into conformists and non-conformists by measuring the distance of the organization from the "mean". [@bib39] highlighted firm-level attributes that they believed reflect distinct domains of origin and function. And [@bib20] determined identity by identifying elements related to theme, resources and services, and target population. Other studies looked at the "stories" told by organizations in order to define their identity ([@bib52]).

This paper will study the identity of the Lebanese newspapers during the period 1851--1879 by building on the theoretical formulation of [@bib12]. As discussed in the Literature Review section, clusters will be used to study both the similarities and differences of the founding organizations. As mentioned above, current theoretical formulations claim that the identity of organizations is partially determined by the categories they span. Therefore, by studying category spanning and cluster formation, we will be looking at another dimension of identity.

[@bib44] showed that category heuristics were less developed during the initial industry emergence period. [@bib2] stated that the conditions faced by the founding fathers were less secure than the conditions faced by their predecessors. Because cluster formation depends on the category spanning dynamics, I believe that during the emergence period, the early newspapers created more clusters than the later newspapers due to their haphazard category spanning activities. Severe shifts in category dynamics will result in significant changes in the category space. As time goes by, newspapers should develop more-systematic dynamics due an increase in their knowledge of the market and due to an increase in scrutiny by external audience members. Therefore, I believe that the number of best-fit clusters during the later period is less than the number during the early period. In addition to forming a larger number of clusters, I believe that the early newspapers were more likely to span clusters than later newspapers. With time, as individual newspapers developed a better understanding of what type of content they wanted to include, successive newspaper issues tended to end up in the same cluster. This can be thought of as a reflection of expansion in knowledge and maturity on the part of newspapers.*Hypothesis 1Earlier newspapers were engaged in more cluster spanning dynamics than later ones during the emergence period.Hypothesis 2With time, newspapers started forming fewer clusters during the emergence period.*

[@bib20] have shown that organizations are best grouped into more than one form, while [@bib28] argued that a unified identity is an enabling factor for successful emergence. While previous research has used the organizations\' background as a determinant of identity or the attributes the organizations claim to possess, I will use category dynamics in order to study how the partial identities have formed during emergence.*Hypothesis 3AThe founding newspapers formed a single cluster.Hypothesis 3BThe founding newspapers formed more than a single cluster.*

I believe that the first newspapers spanned categories in a more haphazard manner than later ones. The fact that these early newspapers had no precedent to build upon and that category heuristics were yet to become well developed lends support to this belief. Although I expect that newspapers told the same stories and used a unified framing process, this does not mean that they were in agreement with regards to category spanning dynamics. While the problems and goals were uniformly identified, I believe that the content of the newspapers was not a matter of agreement. In fact, I do not even believe that issues belonging to the same newspaper spanned categories uniformly, because I do not believe that the individual newspapers had a clear formulation of the type of content they intended to include. With time, I believe that the newspapers were able to concentrate their efforts on certain categories that they believed reflected their identity and helped them reach their goals.*Hypothesis 4During the emergence period, newspapers tended to enter new categories and exit old ones in a more random way than later newspapers.*

4. Methodology {#sec4}
==============

4.1. Grade of membership {#sec4.1}
------------------------

Following the lead of [@bib30], I determine the grade-of-membership μ of an issue in each category as the proportion of that issue that is dedicated to the category. Thus, for example, if a newspaper consisted of eight pages in which two were dedicated to sports, then the grade of membership of that issue in the category sports would be 2/8 or 0.25. The main advantage of this method is that this measure takes into account the engagement of the producer in each category. The greater the space dedicated to a certain topic, the higher the grade-of-membership. The reason I use the space dedicated to each category as a surrogate for the identity is that space in newspapers is a zero sum game. The more space is dedicated to one category, the less space can be dedicated to other categories. This means that when a newspaper chooses to assign a large space (which is the primary resource for a newspaper) to a certain topic, then this topic is considered to be more important to that newspaper than other topics. This was especially true during the period of emergence, because most newspapers were made up of four pages at the time because the founder of the newspaper happened to be the author of most of the articles that appeared in it. Since this resource, the space, was very limited, the choice of what to include and what not to include is a very strong indicator of the identity of the newspaper. This raises the point of whether space is a reflection of the identity as projected by the newspaper itself or as seen by the audience members. While the two are not the same, I believe that in the case of newspapers during the emergence period, they do coincide. The reason is that the product is a new physical product. When audience members are exposed to something that is physical and new to them, then the primary source of information is the attributes of that product, since, "In the simplest case, audience members recognize similarities among a cluster of producers and come to regard these similar entities as members, to varying degrees, of a common (fuzzy) set and agree on a label for the set" ([@bib55]). In addition, [@bib10] has stated that some previous studies have used the strategy of making "inferences about likely perceptions of audience members from other observable features of producers/products."

It is important here to justify the choice of categories. As noted by [@bib30], the justification is more practical than theoretical. As I was going through the newspapers, I noted the nature of the news stories and started classifying them. Some categories, such as economics and politics, were expected in advance, but other items came as a surprise. For example, I was surprised to see that many newspapers dedicated a significant portion of their space to literary issues related to the Arabic language. This led me to decide to create a separate category for such items because their frequency meant that it would be unwise to disregard them by adding them to another, more general category. During the process, I was able to identify nine different categories: Politics, Economics, Social Issues (education, immigration, etc.), Knowledge (math, physics, etc.), Literature (Arabic grammar, poetry, novels, etc.), Sport, Art, Advertisements, and Other (any item that could not be classified into any of the above groups was added to this group).

One criticism of the above might be that what I have identified as "categories" were actually features. [@bib12] defined "a type as a coupling of a label and a schemata that articulates a view about what pattern of feature values determine the applicability of the label" (p. 60). This would mean that if what I call categories are actually features, then what I call clusters would turn out to be the true categories. This question was addressed by [@bib30], where it was shown that the correlation between these categories was actually too low for them to be features.

Next, I follow the lead of [@bib12] and [@bib15] and define the niche width using Simpson\'s index of dissimilarity as$$1 - \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{I}\mu^{2}$$

This measure takes values between zero and one, with a zero indicating that the entire issue is dedicated to a single category. Increasing values indicate an increase in the diversity of the newspaper and, hence, its niche width.

4.2. Clusters {#sec4.2}
-------------

[@bib22] argued that it is not enough to study the categories spanned by organizations but that it was also necessary to take into account the structure of the category space. To do this, they came up with the concept of distances between categories. [@bib30] built on their work but proposed that instead of measuring the distance between categories, it would be better if one "incorporates the category space on a second level which I refer to as clusters." These clusters are formed from category spanning activities. They are "a representation of the category-space which helps us understand how organizations span, and dedicate their resources to, different categories."

This paper uses the same model of clusters as that used by [@bib30]. Cluster analysis is concerned with studying whether observations in a data set can be summarized in terms of groups or clusters. I use Agglomerative Hierarchical Cluster Analysis since my aim is to study how clusters form from the assembly of categories, i.e. the study takes a bottom-up approach. Hierarchical Cluster Analysis has been used in many disciplines, including astronomy, psychiatry, weather classification, and market research ([@bib9]). More importantly for this research, this technique has been used in the study of the emergence of new organizational forms in biotechnology ([@bib39]) and in heath care ([@bib43]). According to [@bib9], "In a hierarchical classification the data are not partitioned into a particular number of classes or clusters at a single step. Instead the classification consists of a series of partitions, which may run from a single cluster containing all individuals, to *n* clusters each containing a single individual" (p. 71). [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} below illustrates the formation of clusters from categories. The figure shows that there are seven categories in total and that three clusters form from the dynamics of the organizations\' category spanning dynamics. Cluster 1 contains organizations that span categories one and four, cluster 2 contains generalist organizations that span the 6 categories, and cluster 3 contains specialist organizations that span category seven only. It is important to note here that when we say an organization belongs to cluster 1, for example, it does not mean that all organizations that span category 1 belong to cluster 1. As can be seen from the figure, generalists that span all categories, including category 1, belong to the second cluster. Also important is that cluster formation depends on the extent of the category spanning activity.Fig. 1Cluster formation from categories.Fig. 1

As a measure of proximity, I used the Pearson correlation measure. I used the weighted-average linkage as the linkage method. Regarding the proximity measure, [@bib9] note that the nature of the data should determine the choice of this measure. In this data set, I am using cluster analysis on variables that refer to proportions. The variables include the proportion of the issue that is dedicated to politics, the economy, sports, and so on. These variables are all measured on the same scale. They lie between zero and one. In such a case, it makes more sense to talk about the correlation between the data than to talk about the distance. The variables provide an indication of the "relative profile" of the observation. With regard to the choice of the linkage method, the weighted-average method "gives equal weights to each cluster regardless of how many observations it contains. Such methods consequently tend to work better for detecting clusters of unequal size" ([@bib54], p. 358).

The next step after determining the proximity measure and the linkage method is to determine the best-fitting total number of clusters. [@bib29] examined 30 rules with the conclusion that while there was no single best rule for all situations, two seemed to work most of the time. These are the Calinski and Harabasz pseudo-F index and the Duda-Hart index. This paper uses both rules.

4.3. Research design {#sec4.3}
--------------------

This paper uses a variety of tools to test the hypotheses. [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates how the various models are inter-linked. Content analysis will be used to collect information from the primary data sources, which are the newspaper issues. The collected information will be used to determine how the newspaper issues spanned categories. These data will then be used in cluster analysis in order to dermine the optimal number of clusters. They will also be used in the multi-Level logistic regression in order to study whether the category-spanning dynamics of the newspapers differed significantly over time. In addition, certain variables in the multi-level logistic regression will be based on data collected from the "World of Others" ([@bib23]), which, in this case, are the bibliographical sources that contained data such as the founding date of the publications.Fig. 2Research design (adapted from [@bib23]).Fig. 2

5. Methods {#sec5}
==========

All the data collected were obtained from the Jafet library at the American University of Beirut. Unfortunately, newspaper collections are not a random sample ([@bib42]). However, this does not mean that we cannot, or should not, study such collections ([@bib42]). Given the historical nature of the data and the fact that they are collected from primary and not secondary sources, it is acceptable, and expected, that the entire collections could not be located. The size of the collection at the AUB is significant: the entire collection of 14 of the 26 newspapers is available, with a considerable proportion of another four newspapers also available[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}.

The next step was to use content analysis to study the category spanning dynamics. This meant that I first had to identify the categories. I was able to identify nine different categories: Politics, Economics, Social Issues (education, immigration, etc.), Knowledge (science, math, etc.), Literature (poetry, novels, etc.), Sport, Art, Advertisement, and Other (any item that could not be classified into any of the above groups was added to this group).

I sampled one issue from each month for each newspaper title and went through it, determining the space dedicated to each of the above nine categories. I read through the entire issue and used a ruler to determine the area of the page, since different publications had different page sizes. I multiplied the area of the page by the number of pages to obtain the total area of the publication. I then measured the area of the news items that belonged to each of the above categories. I then divided the area occupied by each category by the total area of the publication to obtain the ratio of the publication dedicated to each category. Photos were calculated as part of the area dedicated to the news item to which they belonged. The final dataset consisted of 659 entries, with each entry representing one issue.

6. Analysis {#sec6}
===========

6.1. Cluster analysis {#sec6.1}
---------------------

I used Stata version 12 to conduct the following analysis. Initially, I pooled all the issues in the period 1851--1879 together and performed a cluster analysis using the Pearson correlation as a measure of proximity and using the weighted-average as the linkage method.

[@bib31] argued that the newspaper population in Lebanon matured in the middle of the 1870s. Therefore, it would be interesting to see whether the contents of the newspapers also took on a different trajectory during that same period. To look into this issue more deeply, I divided the above analysis into two different periods. The result is [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, which shows two scatter plots.Fig. 3Simpson\'s index for newspapers between 1860 and 1879.Fig. 3

Both plots refer to Simpson\'s index of the issues, a concept that was introduced earlier in this paper. To produce the figure, I grouped the issues published in the same month together and calculated the average Simpson index and its standard deviation for each month. Both of these are plotted on the figure. I also drew a vertical line at January 1875 because it appears to be the time when we can see a difference in the graphs. To the left of the line, we see that there is significant variability in both the average and the standard deviation of the Simpson index. With time, this variability decreases. To the right of the line, we see that the monthly variability is visibly much lower than that to the left of the line.

To verify the above observation, I produced [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. This figure shows the magnitude of the difference between the consecutive monthly standard deviations. The vertical line marks the beginning of 1875, while the horizontal line helps us see that starting in 1875, almost all of the points are less than 0.1, while before 1875, we see that there were much higher differences in consecutive months. These figures suggest that the year 1875 would make a good choice for a cut-off period. Therefore, I split the data into two time periods, one spanning the years 1851--1874 and consisting of 362 issues and one spanning the period 1875--1879 and consisting of 297 issues. Figs. [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} present the dendrograms for the analysis.Fig. 4Monthly change in the standard deviation of the Simpson index.Fig. 4Fig. 5Dendrogram for the period 1851--1874.Fig. 5Fig. 6Dendrogram for the period 1875--1879.Fig. 6

A look at the above figures shows that the clustering effect is much stronger in the latter period. There are 14 groups in the first period at values greater than 0.6, while there are only 5 groups in the second figure. More importantly, though, in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, we can see that the smallest three groups have only 13 issues in total. This means that almost all of the newspaper issues have become part of one of the two largest groups. In addition, we can see that groups 1 and 4 are almost equal in size. What these numbers tell us is the following: in the first part of the emergence period, the newspapers were similar enough to be clustered together at high correlation values, but they formed several distinct groups, each with a considerable number of members.

The next question of interest is whether the issues of the same newspaper ended up in the same group. In other words, was the content of each newspaper consistent from issue to issue? Tables [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} below show the distribution of the issues of each title among the different groups for both time periods. We can see in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} that there was a tendency for the issues of the same newspapers to end up in the same group, but there were exceptions to this tendency. *Hadiqat al-Akhbar*, for example, is spread over 10. *Al-Nashra al-Osboo*'*iya*, on the other hand, had almost all of its issues end up in the same group. In [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, we see that most of the issues seemed to be homogeneous except for *al-Jinan*.Table 1Distribution of newspaper titles among the groups 1851--1874.Table 1Group1234567891011121314*Amal alJamiya*55100000000000**11***Basheer*000300490000000**52***Hadiqat al-Akhbar*20001137128118011**118***Jinan*3930010150010100**60***MajmooFawaid*40200000000000**6***Nafeer*00100050000001**7***Nahla*50010020000000**8***Najah*100002190200000**24***Nashra*350010000000000**36***Sharaka*40000000040000**8***Tabeeb*120000000000000**12***Taqadom*00020060000000**8***Zahra*10060000000500**121088413215167210618612362**[^1]Table 2Distribution of newspaper titles among the groups 1875 -- 1879.Table 2Group12345*Basheer*207380**47***Janna*00020**2***Jinan*4310160**60***Lisan*001251**27***Mishkat*40000**4***Moktataf*430000**43***Nashra*310000**31***Tabeeb*240000**24***Taqadom*00030**3***Thamarat*003530**561471111371297**[^2]

It would be useful, though, if we could summarize the tables with a single number, since this would enable us to compare the two time periods. Again, we turn to Simpson\'s index, but this time, instead of studying category spanning, we look into cluster spanning. So, for example, if a newspaper had a total of 50 issues in our dataset and these issues were divided into two groups by the cluster analysis, with thirty in one group and twenty in the other. The grade of membership of the newspaper in the first group was 30/50 and that of the second group was 20/50. Again, I used the formula:$$1 - \sum\limits_{\text{i} = 1}^{\text{I}}\text{μ}^{2}$$

I calculated these values, and the results are presented in Tables [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}.Table 3Simpson index for the newspaper titles before 1875.Table 3NewspaperSimpson index*Amal alJamiya*0.5785124*Basheer*0.1442308*Hadiqat*0.5970985*Jinan*0.5383333*MajmooFawaid*0.4444444*Nafeer*0.4489796*Nahla*0.53125*Najah*0.3576389*Nashra*0.0540124*Sharaka*.5*Tabeeb*0*Taqadom*0.375*Zahra*0.5694444Average0.3905212Table 4Simpson index for the newspaper titles after 1874.Table 4NewspaperSimpson index*Basheer*0.3223178*Janna*0.00*Jinan*0.415*Lisan*0.1399177*Mishkat*0.00*Moktataf*0.00*Nashra*0.00*Tabeeb*0.00*Taqadom*0.00*Thamarat*0.1014031Average0.0978638

The calculated numbers during the period prior to 1875 clearly vary from one newspaper to another, with the smallest being 0 and the largest being 0.5970985. The average value indicates that, in general, the newspapers belonged to few groups. How do we check the statistical significance of this result? To do this, I ran a simulation experiment in which I pooled the newspaper issues prior to 1875 together and randomly assigned them to 14 groups. The only condition I introduced was to keep the group sizes equal to the sizes of the groups obtained via the cluster analysis. I then calculated the Simpson index for each newspaper and the overall average. I repeated this trial 10,000 times, each time returning the average of the Simpson indexes obtained. This experiment allowed me to obtain the expected values of the Simpson index if the assignment of the issues was in fact random. The result was that the 98% confidence interval of the returned value was \[0.5761655, 0.685548\]. [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} shows a value of 0.3905212, which is considerably outside the obtained interval. What does this mean? Since 0.3905212 is less than the lower limit of the 98% confidence interval, it means that our obtained average from the Lebanese industry is in fact not due to randomness. The newspapers in this early period were in fact producing issues that, to some extent, seemed to fall into a small number of groups.

With regard to the years 1875--1879, [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} clearly shows that there was a decrease in the number of groups spanned by each newspaper. In fact, the most frequently occurring number in the table is zero. This indicates that, for the most part, all issues of each newspaper fell into a single group in our cluster analysis. Again, to study the statistical significance of the number obtained, I ran a similar simulation to the one described above, but this time on the period 1875--1879. The 98% confidence interval of the average of the Simpson index I obtained was \[0.3946162, 0.5367033\]. Had the issues been randomly assigned to the five groups, then we would have expected the average of the Simpson index to lie within that interval. However, the value we obtained was 0.0978638, which is much less than the lower limit of the 98% confidence interval. This tells us that the issues belonging to the same newspapers during that period mostly fell within the same group and that this was not due to randomness. In addition, the number obtained is much less than that obtained for the period 1851--1874, so it seems that later newspaper issues of each title were more likely to be in a smaller number of groups than those published before 1875. Again, the question arises as to the statistical significance of this decrease in the average of the Simpson indexes. What if this decrease was due to the fact that we divided the issues into a smaller number of groups (5 as opposed to the previous 14). Surely, this alone would result in a smaller Simpson index. Once again, I used a simulation experiment, but this time, I pooled all issues from 1851 to 1879 together and then randomly assigned them into one of two groups. The only constraint imposed was that the two groups be equal in size to the groups in my original dataset. After assigning the issues to the two groups, I re-ran the simulations described above on both groups, but this time, I was interested in the difference between the two averages of the Simpson index. The 98% confidence interval of the difference obtained was \[0.0160145, 0.160887\]. The difference in the original dataset is 0.3905212--0.0978638 = 0.2926574, which is larger than the upper bound, with a p-value that is significant at the 0.001 level. The fact that it is larger than the upper limit of the confidence interval suggests that there is a larger than expected decrease in the Simpson index. This means that the issues after 1874 formed fewer groups and that the issues relating to the individual newspapers were more likely to end up in the same group than the 1851--1879 period. This lends support to [Hypothesis 1](#enun1){ref-type="statement"}.

The above analysis studied how the issues spanned the groups found in the cluster analysis. A question remains regarding the spanning of the different categories (politics, literature, economy, etc.). If a newspaper title has all its issues end up in a single group in the cluster analysis, then this does not mean that the newspaper\'s contents dealt with just one category. The group formed in the cluster analysis may be composed of newspapers that spanned the same categories in the same manner. Above, we found that the newspapers in the period 1875--1879 spanned fewer groups, but did they span fewer categories? To study this question, I again calculated the Simpson index, but this time, I based the calculations on the ratio of the content of each category and not on the number of issues in each group. Instead of calculating the index for a newspaper title by dividing the total number of issues in a certain group by the total number of newspapers, I now calculated the index for each individual index by dividing the total amount of space dedicated to politics, for example, by the total space available in the issue. In this way, the index will tell us the niche of the issue with regard to the nine categories. After calculating the indexes, I calculated the average of all the issues in each group of the cluster analysis section. In this way, I could see whether a group was composed of specialist newspapers or more-general newspapers. Tables [5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} and [6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} show the results obtained for both periods.Table 5Average Simpson index for the cluster groups of 1851--1874.Table 5Cluster groupNumber of issues in the groupAverage of the Simpson index11080.378203280.6112977340.54860864130.5460258520.53302236150.590748371670.5635558820.70776889100.69057941060.2221736Table 6Average Simpson index for the cluster groups of 1875--1879.Table 6Cluster groupNumber of issues in the groupAverage of the Simpson index11470.2687042210.762853531370.478074410.68371255110.6876193

If we concentrate on the largest two groups in both tables, we notice that the lowest average in the period 1875--1879 is smaller than the lowest average in the 1851--1874 period. We also notice that the reverse is true for the higher of the two averages in both tables, that is, it is greater in the period 1851--1874 than the period 1875--1879. The tables seem to suggest that the issues of the period 1875--1879 were more specialized in their content than those of the 1851--1879 period. If this was really the case, then not only did newspapers span a smaller number of group clusters in the latter period, but they also spanned a smaller number of categories. This would suggest that with time, newspapers became more alike and more focused in their content.

The final analysis concerns the number of clusters that best fit the newspapers published after 1874. Do the data suggest that all, or most, of these issues can be included in one single cluster, thereby giving support to the argument that organizations need to project a unified identity ([@bib27]; [@bib28]), or do the newspapers cluster into more than one group, hence supporting the finding that more than a single identity is projected by organizations in an emerging industry ([@bib20])? I will use both the Calinski and Harabasz pseudo-F index and the Duda-Hart index to determine the optimal number of clusters for the given dataset. [Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"} shows the results of both measures calculated for 1 up to 10 clusters. With regard to the Calinski and Harabasz measure, the higher the value, the better the fit. Unfortunately, this measure gives us no information with regard to having a single cluster, but our second measure does. With regard to the Duda-Hart index, the best combination is the one that has as high a value as possible for the Je(2)/Je(1) term and as low a value as possible for the pseudo T-squared. The best values for both measures are in indicated in bold in [Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}.Table 7Results for finding the optimal number of clusters 1875--1879.Table 7Number of clustersCalinski and Harabasz indexDuda-Hart indexJe(2)/Je(1)Pseudo T-squared1--0.3013684.042**684.04**0.812833.853380.97**0.98252.43**4255.240.97523.725195.080.881018.236164.660.1794663.287361.590.58966.268313.830.577870.899295.960.91374.3510265.190.673262.62[^3]

Our first measure indicates that the number of clusters that best fit the data is two, while the second measure indicates that the number is three. If the data are divided into two groups, based on the findings of the first statistic, then the distribution of the issues in the three groups will be as follows: one group with 149 issues and a second group with 148 issues. If, on the other hand, the data are divided into 3 groups, as the second measure suggests, then the distribution of the issues in the four groups will be as follows: one group with 148 issues, a second group with 138 issues, and a third group with 11 issues. In both cases, we see the same pattern, which is two large and equal-sized groups and a very small number of residual issues that do not seem to fit into either group. This result suggests that no single cluster emerges from the dataset. Instead, the issues seem to form two distinct groups of equal size, thus supporting [Hypothesis 3](#enun4){ref-type="statement"}B.

Next, I take a closer look at the contents of these two clusters in order to see the extent to which each cluster spans categories. [Table 8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"} shows the averages of the ratios for each category in both clusters. The general finding is that we have two types of newspapers. The first has more than half its content dedicated to politics, and the second has most of its content dedicated to knowledge. Thus, by the end of the 1870s, there were two clear identities: political and scientific newspapers.Table 8The averages of the categories in the largest two clusters.Table 8Cluster 1Cluster 2Politics0.10515420.6378778Economics0.00605760.0313665Social0.01133730.0493177Literature0.06396910.0511335Advertisement0.00233510.0211913Knowledge0.78141860.0801641Art0.00030970.000906Sport00.0000168Other0.02520210.1283396

I conducted the same analysis on the issues published before 1875. In the first part of this paper, we found that issues published before 1875 were less similar to each other than issues published after 1874. Based on this, we would expect that these early issues would have a more difficult time clustering together. In other words, we would expect to see more than just two clusters forming. To test whether this was actually the case, I calculated the same statistics for the period 1851--1874 that were described above. [Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"} shows the results obtained.Table 9Results for finding the optimal number of clusters 1851--1874.Table 9Number of clustersCalinski and Harabasz indexDuda-Hart indexJe(2)/Je(1)Pseudo T-squared1--0.970710.87210.870.6012232.853**125.68**0.711759.964122.610.696057.235120.230.800550.086117.800.906518.257104.750.53895.99891.64**0.98292.91**980.850.64712.731072.140.874916.87[^4]

Here, we clearly see that both measures differ significantly with regard to the optimal number of clusters that fit the data. This is not a strange finding in cluster analysis. Although both measures give different numbers of clusters, what concerns us here is that in both cases, the statistics point to the fact that more clusters are formed by these issues than the number formed by issues published between 1875 and 1879[2](#fn2){ref-type="fn"}. We can see that the scores of the Calinski and Harabasz index for three, four, five, and six groups are close to each other and are much larger than the score for two clusters. In fact, the score for two clusters is the lowest of all the scores. The Duda-Hart index indicates than the issues are best grouped into eight clusters, lending support to [Hypothesis 2](#enun2){ref-type="statement"}. This finding shows that issues published before 1875 form a larger number ([Hypothesis 2](#enun2){ref-type="statement"}) of less-coherent clusters ([Hypothesis 1](#enun1){ref-type="statement"}) than the issues published after 1874.

6.2. Multilevel analysis {#sec6.2}
------------------------

The next step in our analysis is to try to explain the change in the category spanning dynamics and to see whether the data support [Hypothesis 4](#enun5){ref-type="statement"}. In our case, I thought of three events of interest. The first dependent variable, called *Exiting*, would record an event in which a current newspaper issue does not span a category that it used to span in the previous issue. The second dependent variable, called *Entering*, would record the event of spanning a category that it had not spanned in the previous issue. Finally, I created the third dependent variable by using the logical OR operator. This third variable takes on the value of one when either of the previous two dependent variables are one. The reason for the creation of this variable is that while each of the first two dependent variables tracked a dynamic that had a certain direction (either exiting or entering), the third variable has no direction. This third variable measures the unsystematic dynamic because no matter what direction the newspaper takes, this variable will record a one with any change. An important issue here is the following: when do we consider that a newspaper has spanned a category? In the dataset, there are instances in which one newspaper issue does not dedicate any space to literature, but in the next issue, the same newspaper may dedicate only 5% to it. Should this be considered a case of spanning? Probably not. So what is the lower limit that should be accepted? Since there are nine categories in total, I took 0.11 (1/9) as the accepted limit. In a random scenario, an issue would dedicate 0.11 of its space to every single category. Therefore, when a newspaper dedicates more than that amount to a category, I considered it as spanning that category. These three variables are recorded as a series of ones and zeros and are hence modeled using logistic regression ([@bib13]).

Because the data are of a longitudinal nature, and because observations belonging to the same newspaper will probably not be independent, I use a random effects model. More specifically, I include a newspaper-specific random-intercept ζ~j~ in order to relax the assumption of the independence of observations that pertain to the same newspaper, as follows ([@bib41]):$$logit\left\{ {\Pr\left( {y_{ij} = 1\text{|}x_{ij},\ \zeta_{j}} \right)} \right\} = \ \beta_{0} + x\beta + \ \zeta_{j}$$where the subscript *j* refers to the newspaper, while the subscript *i* refers to the individual observation within each panel[3](#fn3){ref-type="fn"}. I use an identity covariance structure because the best-fit model will include only a random-intercept, and the identity covariance structure is the only possible structure in such a case ([@bib48]).

There are four control variables in the base model. The first is the type of publication (newspaper or magazine). This controls for the fact that a certain type of publication might be more inclined to span categories, and an increase in the number of such a publication in a certain period might be the cause of the increase in the probability of spanning categories. The second variable is the frequency of publication of the issues. Perhaps newspapers with a higher frequency would have a higher chance of spanning categories. The third variable is the number of pages of the issue. More pages might mean a higher probability of category spanning. The final variable is the total number of newspapers active during the time of publication. More titles might also cause an increase in category spanning.

The results of this analysis are shown in [Table 10](#tbl10){ref-type="table"}. First we start with the dependent variable *Exiting*. We see from the base model that issues from bi-weekly newspapers are statistically more likely to exit categories than other publications with different frequencies. Only the coefficient of bi-weekly is statistically significant. The only other variable that is also statistically significant is the number of active newspapers, which has a negative coefficient. I next created a period indicator variable that was set to zero prior to 1875 and to one for issues published in the second period. This variable is used to test whether the issues of one period exited categories more often than the issues of the other period. The results (under Model 1) show that the coefficient is negative but not statistically significant. In Model 2, I replaced the period indicator with a continuous variable that recorded the time since the emergence of the population (the date of the very first newspaper). Again, the coefficient is negative but not statistically significant. Finally, in Model 3, I replaced the time variable with the age of the newspaper. Because the time, both continuous and binary, was not significant, perhaps the age of the individual newspapers was a better explanatory variable. We see that the coefficient of the variable age is negative and statistically significant. This means that the older the newspaper became, the less likely it was to exit a category. Next, I followed the same strategy with regard to the second and third dependent variables. With regard to the variable *Entering*, the three added time variables were negative and statistically not significant. Thus, it seems that while newspapers tended to decrease their category exiting activities with age, they retained their category entering activities.Table 10Multi-level logistic regression of the three variables Exiting, Entering, and Unsystematic movement.Table 10Exiting categoriesEntering categoriesUnsystematic category movementBaseModel 1Model 2Model 3BaseModel 1Model 2Model 3BaseModel 1Model 2Model 3Coef.Coef.Coef.Coef.Coef.Coef.Coef.Coef.Coef.Coef.Coef.Coef.Frequency (base is bi-monthly)*Bi-weekly*1.701343\*1.562821\*1.6049341.2636321.1560061.0954621.103122.90259411.9528031.7307021.7736371.402561*Irregular*.3156745.3280339−.0951772−.2296452−.2684769−.2993611−.4575896−.5349552−.6924957−.7481581−1.602802−1.151953*Monthly*−.0344205.0967091.0308954−.310834−.0769286−.0404292−.0516032−.2525044−.2590298−.1124904−.184569−.643778*Weekly*.9717399.851204.7944905.7178168.6234923.5662044.5382138.48046571.046017.868288.7073139.8029872*Yearly*−17.80174−18.61402−17.8258−18.24017−1.195504−1.138448−1.475437−1.231831−2.713508−2.471926−4.060184\*−2.671821Type (base is magazine)0*newspaper*.34832.6267084.3637016.3420479.238569.3086556.2479894.2645217−.1805581.0558052−.1231385−.0826729Pages.0047411.0054431−.0002743−.0014483−.0112505−.0118452−.0134791−.0136428−.0170725−.0190181−.0248971−.019571Active newspapers−.1327501\*−.0773368−.0676776−.1304601\*\*−.1443052\*\*−.1291721\*−.117652−.1351247\*\*−.2261044\*\*\*−.1687694\*−.1253563−.1928283\*\*Period−.418046−.140387−.4900159Time−.0555299−.0234373−.1033537\*Age−.0068259\*−.0043614−.0102867\*\*Constant−.4032355−.805512.3946393.1727559.3297689.2608948.6810376.56888762.0922211.7950753.736369\*2.420477lnsig2uConstant−2.340204−3.195689−2.112843−2.361705\*−1.494508−1.566694−1.440816−1.590217−.4350034−.5545673−.3505714−.5528825AIC770.0822768.8263770.0582767.3396775.6501776.4511777.2981775.7795722.227721.5815718.6239715.9555BIC814.7125817.9196819.1515816.4329820.2804825.5444826.3914824.8728766.8573770.6748767.7173765.0489likelihood−375.0411−373.4131−374.0291−372.6698−377.8251−377.2256−377.649−376.8898−351.1135−349.7908−348.312−346.9778N. of cases641641641641641641641641641641641641[^5]

Finally, with regard to the last dependent variable, we see that both time and age are negative and statistically significant, but the model with age produces lower AIC and BIC statistics, thus indicating that age was the better predictor.

What do these results tell us? We have seen from [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} that during the initial years, there was a large variation in the average monthly Simpson index. This variation decreased considerably in later years. The regression results shown above inform us that as newspapers aged, they were less likely to exit categories and were less likely to follow a random pattern of entering and exiting. With regard to entering categories, we saw that none of the time variables were statistically significant. Together, these results show that the founding newspapers moved unsystematically between categories and that with age, they ceased exiting categories but continued their entering dynamics, thus lending support to [Hypothesis 4](#enun5){ref-type="statement"}. In fact, we can see from [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} that during the second period (after 1874), the average Simpson index started rising. This can be attributed to the fact that the newspapers stopped the exiting dynamic and continued the entering dynamic.

7. Conclusion {#sec7}
=============

This paper has used the logical formulations introduced by [@bib12] to take an in-depth look at both the group-spanning and category-spanning dynamics of the Lebanese newspapers at the time of their emergence. Unlike previous research that determined the categories organizations spanned by referring to third parties such as critics ([@bib53]) or to official organizational announcements and publications ([@bib38]), this research extracted the information from the actual product itself. This information was used to study two levels of spanning. The first was the spanning that took place on the level of the categories themselves, while the second was the spanning that took place on the level of the clusters that were formed by the data. In both cases, it was found that during later years in the formation period, the newspapers became much more consistent in their data coverage in their respective issues, and they became more similar to each other. This result was supported by both cluster analysis and multi-level logistic regression.

[Table 11](#tbl11){ref-type="table"} shows the previous studies and the findings of each study. This table is presented to put the results of my study in perspective and to see how it fits into the picture. As can be seen from the table, no consensus has been found regarding the issue of whether a unified identity is a necessary condition for successful emergence. This study supports the view that a unified identity is not a necessary condition, as do three of the other studies.Table 11Summary of the findings of previous studies.Table 11StudyFinding[@bib27], and [@bib28]Failure to project a unified identity will result in new industries failing to be legitimized.[@bib34]Organizations do not necessarily have to project a unified identity. The context plays a role.[@bib20]New forms successfully emerged even though they did not project a unified identity[@bib44]Rules were less developed during the early periods, but with time, a consensus was formed. Therefore, there was initially no unified projected identity.

Another important result was that the issues of the first period (1851--1874) did not produce haphazard content by jumping from category to category. Ever since the inception of the industry, the individual issues of the newspapers showed a tendency to display similar content, a tendency that increased with time. Another important finding was that in the middle of the 1870s, there was a change in the content of the newspapers. Interestingly, this change happened around the same time that a change in the goals and motivation of the newspapers took place, as argued by [@bib31]. The observed change is best described as a process of maturation with age. The older the newspapers became, the more focused their content became. Finally, this study found that two clearly separate identities had formed by the end of 1870s. One represented political newspapers, and the other represented scientific newspapers. It took a significant amount of time for these two identities to be clearly separated. Therefore, this study has shown that, at least with regard to that part of the identity that is determined by the categories spanned by the organization, industries can and do emerge by projecting more than a single identity.
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The cut-off date for the study is 1879 because starting in 1880, many Lebanese newspapers migrated to Egypt, where the political context was more favorable and allowed for more freedom. The restrictions in Lebanon were mainly due to the ascension of Sultan Abdul Hamid. This is why the total number of newspapers active in the country at that time started to decrease.

To test the robustness of the results, I repeated the analysis using *median linkage* instead of *weighted average linkage*. The results indicated that the period 1875--1879 produced fewer clusters than the period 1851--1874.

For the three dependent variables shown in [Table 10](#tbl10){ref-type="table"}, Likelihood-ratio tests yielded a p-value that was less than 0.05, thus leading to the rejection of the null hypothesis that the random intercept terms are equal to zero. Hence, the use of the random intercept model is validated by the data.

[^1]: The numbers in bold in the very last column are the sum of each row. So they are the sum of the number of issues of each newspaper title. The numbers in bold in the very last row are the sums of each column. So they are the sum of the number of issues in each cluster group.

[^2]: The numbers in bold in the very last column are the sum of each row. So they are the sum of the number of issues of each newspaper title. The numbers in bold in the very last row are the sums of each column. So they are the sum of the number of issues in each cluster group.

[^3]: The numbers in bold represent the best value of the Calinski and Harabasz index and of the Duda-Hart index respectively.

[^4]: The numbers in bold represent the best value of the Calinski and Harabasz index and of the Duda-Hart index respectively.

[^5]: ∗p \< 0.05, ∗∗p \< 0.01, ∗∗∗p \< 0.001.
